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DEvCon - Organise Endpoints Automatically
DEvCon discovers risks

DEvCon lowers Costs

Benchmarking of locations according to free deﬁned security criteria.
Automated comparison of the as-is-state with the target state of standing
instructions or the overall level of threat. Real-time inventory and monitoring
of all used devices, applications, connected networks, exchanged or
printed ﬁles... Real-time inventory of risks is the best basis for your riskmanagement or your ﬁrst “hard” security policy.

The Bavarian Police, for example, save over one million
Euro annually through the
automation provided with
DEvCon on 21,000 work
stations.

DEvCon automates

Drive Mapping

All events on a PC or Server are being detected in real-time. The central policies allow
deﬁning any reaction to any event - logging being just one of the possibilities. Informing
the help-desk, alerting to the Security Ofﬁcer, a security-awareness-dialogue with the
user, self-approval with obligations and many other reaction possibilities represent the
product’s unlimited added values. The cascading architecture of DEvCon forwards
information directly to the point of need or optionally calls an API of third-party-products.

Collision-free
assignment of drive
letters - centrally
and network-wide no overlap with your
network shares.

DEvCon allows the real-time reaction to events on each
single PC according to your definitions - even offline.
Investigate network-connections according to
predeﬁned criteria
- prior to usage of
course
Easy to conﬁgure
user-notices
and
-dialogues e.g. for
Security Awareness

DEvCon

...and your Endpoints are
automatically organised

Electronic
proof
of
conscience as evidence
for the approval of the
user for logging
Virtual data-gates

…and much more
at www.itWatch.info

Enhance Your Service quality using DEvCon
Security Awareness-Dialogues, Help Desk-Integration, Monitoring or completely automized, predeﬁned
workﬂows - with DEvCon you realize the automatically secure process as Plug-In. An automization of securityrelevant processes in the rights-area of DEvCon is the key to success, e.g. when VIP-users don’t have time
to deal with the different technical details or when compliance regulations are too complicated to be easily
communicated.
Flexibility and Individuality

Control Your Data Trafﬁc

Event-driven and situation-based the active security
policy can be changed in real-time, even when the PC is
ofﬂine. The procedure for granting rights can be changed
spontaneously. As a consequence security reﬂects the
business, unplanned urgent situations, working hours
at weekends an other individual requirements as well.

For all monitored events you determine, whether
to just show the event in your real-time monitor,
forward it or write it in any database of your choice.
Forwarding means, you may provide all desired
information to other DEvCon instances or third
party products (such as Tivoli, IDS, Patrol, etc.).
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Data gates and self-approval ...
Self-approval combined with required consent to detailed logging signiﬁcantly lowers administrative costs
and fulﬁlls the wishes of VIPs. User-dialogues can be easily adapted by the customer with great ﬂexibility and
many functional options. The integration in the Corporate Identity (company logo in the dialogues) results in
high acceptance by the user. The local quarantine and the data-gate-solution help to establish secure and
lean processes, provable compliance, user acceptance and cost-efﬁciency,
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